
 
 

 
 

Gatehouse Operations Survey Response #3 (07/12/19) 
 
Welcome to the latest in our series of follow-ups to the Resident’s Survey results 
specific to SWCA Gatehouse Operations (GO Team).  In our first edition we said that 
we would focus on three areas highlighted by our resident’s comments: Community 
Patrol responsibilities, Traffic Safety and Visitor Access. 
 
That initial publication (Response #1 -- 4/22/19) detailed the duties of our roving 
Community Patrol (CP).  We also discussed the limits of the CP’s capabilities, stressing 
that residents should contact the appropriate agency (i.e., 911, Lee County Sheriff’s 
Office [LCSO]) for all emergencies first, then notify Gatehouse Operations. 
 
The second update (Response #2 -- 5/31/19) focused on Traffic Safety, including 
community speed limits, signage and CP enforcement. 
 
In this final Resident Survey update bulletin we will discuss Visitor Access and overall 
gatehouse responsibilities.  We will also give a brief update on the community’s new 
Perimeter Detection System. 
 
As mentioned in our earlier updates, the residents and professional staff must work 
together to ensure the safety and security of SW.  This is especially true when it comes 
to people entering the community.  
 
To that end, residents must notify the gatehouse team whenever they expect a non-
resident to enter SW.  Non-residents include traditional visitors (family, friends and 
contractors) and other visitors like special deliveries (Amazon, Shipt) and rideshare 
services (Uber and Lyft). 
 
We recognize that residents may not know exactly when deliveries are coming, so it is 
probably best to add them to your permanent guest lists.  Keep in mind that deliveries 
are not permitted after 6:00 pm or on Sundays (NOTE: this policy is currently under 
review by the management team and Board).  Additionally, the gatehouse team is not 
authorized to accept packages, so they will not accept any on a residents behalf. 
 
Regarding rideshare services, drivers are given minimal information (by design) so they 
probably do not have full names and complete addresses (e.g., no unit numbers).  It is 
critical that you notify the gatehouse of their pending arrival, because delaying these 
services could result in a missed appointment or flight. 
 
While it is true that the gatehouse will not allow access without first confirming with a 
resident, this “stop the visitor and call the resident” approach is not always simple or 
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successful.  In addition this approach pulls the gatehouse team from their other 
responsibilities, which include updating resident profiles, assigning vehicle barcodes 
and access fobs, answering phone inquiries and addressing visitor questions. 
 
To expedite visitors’ access, residents should use one of the community’s automated 
systems.  These systems are a safe, reliable means of authorizing your visitors entry 
into the community: 
 

 Automated Voice Messaging System   239-949-0099 
o The information left by residents goes immediately to the gatehouse 

software, so there is no need for a follow-up call to ensure the team has 
the info. 

o There are only 2 lines dedicated to voicemail, so if you receive a busy 
signal, try again a few minutes later. 

o Make sure to follow the prompts to have a pass issued for: Today, 
Tomorrow, 7 days, 14 days, or 30 days. 

o If you want to call someone in today for next week, authorize the pass for 
7 or 14 days. 

o Once you order from Amazon or any other company, call the voice 
messaging system right away, ensuring that the entry pass covers the 
anticipated delivery date.  

o Keep your profile phone numbers current.  If you use a phone that is not 
listed in your profile, you can still access the system by entering your pin 
number.  If you don’t know it, contact the gatehouse and they will check 
your profile.  (More on resident profile accessibility in a future update.) 

 

 Automated Email System    swcagates@gmail.com   

o When drafting your email, put the first and last name of your visitor in the 
SUBJECT line.  If it’s a vendor, use the company name. 

o Keep your SW profile email current. 
                  

 After-hours Key Pad System at Three Oaks Gate  

o Visitors can access the key pad, which is located in the visitor lane just 
before reaching the gatehouse. 

o Visitors can locate the resident’s name by scrolling through the directory.  
Once the name is located, visitor can push the “Call” button to ring the 
resident’s main number listed in their profile.   

o Residents can then push “9” on their touch tone phone to grant access.  
To deny access, resident can push “#” on their touch tone phone and the 
gate won’t open. 

o Additional details are available by clicking on this link Telephone Guest 
Entry System 
 

Residents should avoid walking up to the gatehouse to authorize visitors, as this poses 
a clear safety concern.  By using the Automated Voice Messaging System and the 
Automated Email System, residents can avoid calling the gatehouse directly tying-up 
staff for an extended period of time which can potentially delay dispatching patrol to an 
emergency that may require the use of an AED and CPR. 
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Perimeter Detection System  
As part of the contract negotiations with Hotwire, the Technology Infrastructure Project 
team was able to secure $100K to install state-of-the-art perimeter cameras and update 
equipment at both gatehouses. 
 
We are currently in the process of installing new cameras (power, mounting poles, fiber 
cables, etc.) at three locations along the perimeter near Morningside, Cypress 
Hammock, and Palmetto Ridge.   
 
After completion of this phase of the project, the GO team will evaluate its effectiveness 
and decide whether additional cameras are required to further monitor the community.  
The new system could ultimately grow to 61 cameras in 31 locations covering the entire 
perimeter of Shadow Wood, monitored by the gatehouse team. 
 
 
Final Thoughts 
In closing, we want to commend residents for their continued efforts to reduce break-ins 
by securing their homes and vehicles.  This includes simple things like: 
 

 Locking all doors and windows 

 Setting alarms 

 Leaving lights on or on a timer 

 
Neighbors should also keep an eye out for anything unusual in their neighborhoods, 
including suspicious vehicles and activity at vacant homes.  If you do see something out 
of the ordinary, contact the gatehouse so the CP can investigate. 
  
Lastly, we want to remind residents that they should call the LCSO non-emergency 
number 239-477-1000, no matter what time day or night, to report racing motorcycles 
or cars on Three Oaks Parkway and Coconut Road.  This is the data the LCSO uses to 
determine which areas require additional monitoring. 
 
Have a great rest of the summer and we’ll see you soon! 
 
The SWCA Go Team 


